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REVIEW

Massachusetts based Plug-in designer 
iZotope has a 15 year history in alternative 
approaches to signal processing. Their 
software ranges from restoration tools 

like RX to mixing plug-ins with user-friendly controls 
such as Alloy, Nectar and of course their mastering 
package Ozone. Neutron is iZotope’s latest offering, 
an intelligent channel strip that assists you with 
setup. The plugin is available in two flavours: Neutron 
and Neutron Advanced, the latter offering individual 
plugins for the modules within the Neutron channel 
strip and up to 7.1 multichannel processing. The 
plugin has a dark grey GUI, it shows everything we 
need to know for each module at single glance, so 
kudos to iZotope on the layout, though an overall 
gain reduction meter might have been useful. 

There are preset management tools across the top 
of the plug-in and a sidechain input selection. There 
is also a description box to name the track — we will 
see why this is so important later. Adjacent to this 
is the Track Assistant button, simply pressing this 
button and playing audio will allow the plug-in to 
analyse the audio. Annoyingly there doesn’t seem to 
be a global Track Assistant setting to allow analysis 
of multiple tracks with a single click. Users can select 
between Subtle, Medium or Aggressive modes plus 
a further option of Broadband Clarity, Warm and 
Open or Upfront Midrange. Using the different Track 
Assistant modes is fairly self-explanatory and the 
names are quite accurately describe how the plugin 
behaves. The plugin also offers a pop-up history 
window whereby one can roll back modifications 
to the controls plus a Settings pop-up which allows 
selection of different behaviour for each module of 
the plug-in.

There are five modules in total: an Equaliser, two 
Compressors, an Exciter and a Transient Shaper. 
The order of these can be changed by dragging and 
dropping and Track Assistant will get you started with 
what it believes to be the correct signal chain. There 
is even a blend control for each module for parallel 
style processing. The main section of the plug-in has a 
large spectral display with various metering and scale 
options, below sits a panel of controls for the relevant 
parameters of the selected module. When audio is 
playing a trace of the frequency content is visible 
on screen, this is incredibly useful and makes for 

very simple identification of component 
harmonics of the material. The Transient 
Shaper and Compressor modules also 
show a scrolling trace of the source 
audio. Processing is graphed on top of 
this with an overlay line trace.

The EQ module is a twelve band 
parametric equaliser including HPF, low 
shelf, high shelf and LPF bands. There is 
a selectable Proportional Q mode on each 
of the main eight bands and various roll-
off slopes for the filters. A dynamic EQ 
option is available on a per-band basis 
with compression or expansion modes 
and a threshold slide. The dynamic EQ 
is certainly very useful for de-essing or 
notching out annoying frequencies in 
vocals, strings and acoustic guitar. 

The two compressor modules offer up 
to three band compression with Auto-Gain and Auto-
Release options, there is also Warm (vintage) mode. 
There are side-chain inputs for each band also, these 
can be selected from internal frequency bands or, 
quite remarkably, from external input EQ bands from 
the sidechain source selection. There is even selection 
of the crossover type either transparent (hybrid) or 
digital zero latency mode.

The Transient Shaper is very powerful, it gives 
three band processing with multiple modes for each 
band. Attack and Sustain sliders and a selection of 
three contours prove to be effective for more than 
just standard transient shaping applications. They 
are particularly useful for bringing out sparkle in a 
percussion kit for example, by using the sustain on 
the high band. The module proves equally useful in 
aggressive vocals just to add a bit of punch to the start 
of syllables.

The Exciter is also a three band system, offering 
modes for Full, Defined and Clear. Each band has 
Drive and Blend controls, along with an XY pad 
which offers selection between Tube, Tape, Warm 
and Retro harmonics. Being able to treat different 
frequency bands with differing harmonics presents 
some wonderfully creative avenues. Bass and vocals 
particularly benefit from tape thickening in their lower 
frequencies but can have a sizzle at the top to define 
them in a mix. 

As we move over to the right of the plug-in we see 
the Bypass and Zero Latency buttons, Zero Latency 
mode allows things to keep running if you have sync 
or processing issues. There are two vertical metered 
faders for input and output levels and the output meter 
has a red Threshold marker that can be dragged to 
control a Limiter. Limiter modes are selected below the 
metering and there are three to choose from along with 
three limiter types. The limiter is not often needed, 
but worked well when required, being comparatively 
transparent as far as limiters go. Finally we have the 
Neutrino spectral shaping section. As with the free 
Neutrino plug-in, modes include Vocals/Dialogue, 
Guitar/Instruments, Bass, Drums/Percussion. iZotope 
are vague on the exact nature of the algorithms but 
they are designed to enhance clarity and separation in 
the mix. There are sliders for Detail and Amount, the 
effect is subtle — but worth playing with — it certainly 
makes some difference to the mix. 

Neutron also offers a very clever masking 
identification tool within the EQ module. When 
selected the Masking button offers a drop down menu 
which includes all instances of Neutron in the current 
session, identifiable by the names that you entered in 
the top left-hand corner. Selecting another instance 
brings up this masking channel EQ curve below the 
current selected EQ. When audio is playing white 
bands flash to display locations where masking of 
your selected channel by the masking channel occurs. 
There is also a histogram to show masked frequencies 
over time. Tweaks to the masking channel EQ will 
immediately take effect in the respective plug-in, 
and there is even an inverse link option between 
nodes of the masking and selected channel EQs. The 
Bypass EQs button even allows A/B comparison by 
bypassing both EQs. This is not only an incredibly 
innovative and well implemented technology, but it is 
very useful tool in a real-world mix scenario. It is ideal 
for Kick and Bass sculpting and keeping guitars from 
masking a lead vocal. 

One would imagine that all this processing would 
require long buffers and significant CPU drain. Whilst 
a good RAM specification is useful if you intend to  
run Neutron on every channel, the latency and 
CPU load of each individual plug-in seems to be 
comparatively low considering the five modules, 
limiter and spectral shaping. In general, Track 
Assistant accurately identifies instruments and gives 
the signal chain that you would expect. The EQ node 
placement is fairly intuitive and certainly gets you 
started quicker. Resonant mode on the high pass 
filter is quite useful for adding that bump just above 
cut-off frequency particularly with bass drums as 
you would expect. Of course Track Assistant tended 
to avoid adding this as default, in fact it plays it safe 
in all the modules.  

Neutron does not “auto-mix” as such by altering 
levels of each track but it certainly frees up your 
concentration to really work on the balance more. 
There is no gating function, sadly, but with the 
addition of some auxiliary sends for delay and reverb 
and a little fader pushing it is quite easy to achieve 
a workable and professional sounding mix relatively 
quickly. Whilst Neutron does not try to model any 
specific pieces of vintage gear for example, you can 
get everything from an 1176 or DBX 160 compressor 
sound, to an LA2A or an EQ curve that is somewhat 
reminiscent of your favourite console or outboard 
passive EQ.

Overall this is a truly unique and very powerful 
plugin — easy to dismiss at first as a gimmick — this 
technology could be the start of something ground-
breaking, especially for the live world. You can try 
Neutron with the free 10 day trial from iZotope.com. 
Neutron is competitively priced for a channel strip at 
$199 (reg. $249) and Neutron Advanced $299 (reg. 
$349). Neutron is also available as part of the iZotope 
Music Production Bundle. n
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EXTRAS

PROS Low latency and CPU usage. Versatile 
and very customisable. Sidechaining and 
Masking tools integrate between plugins 
on different channels. Mix Assistant offers 
effective starting points.

No global Mix Assistant button. Compressor 
gain reduction could be shown when in EQ 
mode.

Neutrino, a free spectral shaping plugin.

CONS

Over 25 modules

Three drag and drop module bays

One plug-in

EQUALIZATION, COMPRESSION
AND MORE


